Drum Echoes, Inc.

Matt Giordano, President of Drum Echoes, Inc. is internationally recognized for its great and powerful drumming events! Such events include Presentations, Drum Circles, and Drumming Performances. Companies, organizations, schools and private venues throughout the world have strongly benefited from these drumming events.

“When Matt leaves, the students have a heightened level of interest in learning more about people’s differences and how to make changes that will lead to a more inclusive environment. Also, teachers are a captive audience and what they learn from Matt is invaluable.” – School Social Worker

Matt Giordano of Drum Echoes has been featured in many publications for this unique and powerful drumming service such as a BBC News Documentary and featured in Dr. Oliver Sacks bestseller book of 2007 “Musicophilia” and much more!

For contacts and more information:

585.750.9875
www.drumechoes.org
matt@drumechoes.org